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Q: What’s your best advice to exhibitors whose marketing events have either
been canceled or postponed?
Focus! Spend your time and efforts targeting those who you had most wanted to talk with
at upcoming shows. Create a short list of those prospects and research their businesses to
be prepared for a meaningful conversation about their challenges and your solutions.
Reach out to them by phone (as it’s amazing that folks who rarely answer their phone are
reachable now!) or send a card or email offering a gift card for 15 minutes of their time.
(This is generally less expensive than buying SWAG for everyone!) Start conversations with
them now that you were looking forward to meeting with them at XYZ Show, and asking
how you might help them both now and in the future.

Q: What types of content should I prepare to share with my targeted
audience?
Create a short trade show video with photos of past exhibits, snippets of your company
executives, new product offerings, and short videos of demonstrations that you can share
with your target audience. Then invite your prospects to “Spend 5 minutes in ABC’s Virtual
Booth” and end it with a teaser of a special promotional deal or the opportunity to register
for a thank-you gift. Make your video light-hearted, fast-moving, and door-opening to
further conversations at a deeper level.
Tip: Make sure any live educational or marketing content you create is archived to be
accessed by your audience at their convenience, and that links to it are prominently
displayed on your corporate website and promoted regularly via social media. Be sure to
preface your content with the benefits they’ll get from spending X minutes watching or
listening.

Q: What else can I do to replace the lost opportunities of canceled events?
To still reach your target market through specific shows, talk with your Show Manager to
find out what type of online opportunities they have available for exhibitors. Ask about
opportunities to sponsor your content (or links to it) on their website, be part of an email
blast or virtual “gift bag” online, participate in a webinar series they’re offering, showcase
new products, or be a part of online experiential events like trivia contests where your
product or service would be highlighted. Difficult times like these demand thinking outside
the box, and Show Managers are masters of marketing ingenuity!

Q: What other planning should I do now to make my upcoming exhibits most
productive?
I recommend two activities that can save you money now and time later:1. If you’ve been
thinking of updating your exhibit properties in the coming year, consider contracting now.
Exhibit houses are hurting for business with shows canceled and are currently offering
hefty (25-30%) discounts on exhibit builds – both purchased and rentals. Negotiate to
have them work on the design and production of the structure now, and finish the final
graphics closer to the show to give you maximum flexibility with your messaging. 2. Based
on your marketing goals and objectives, use otherwise unproductive time to clean up your
prospect database, analyze data, create white papers and webinars/podcasts, plan social
media campaigns, and update your website. If you’ve been wanting to learn new marketing
skills, sign up to attend free webinars.
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